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Site Visit Report to Tribal Empowerment Project (TEP) School, Manipur

July 29-30, 2014

by Bhargavi Ramamurthy and Arun Sathyagal (volunteers, Asha Stamford)

1. TIMING OF VISIT:
The site visit was done during a visit to attend the 10th Anniversary Celebrations of TEP School. The
celebrations were held on July 30, 2014. July 29th was a normal school day and the site visit included this
intentionally, to observe a normal school day in session.

2. SOURCES OF DATA:
- Personal observation
- Detailed conversations with T.H.Joy, the founder, who was with us for the entire length of our trip
- Meeting with teachers (July 29)
- Meeting with parents (July 30)
- Conversations with Rose, TEP faculty, students and other parents during the course of our trip.
- Census of India 2011 statistics

3. OVERVIEW OF THE REGION:
To understand the role of TEP school in the region, it is important to present some background
information on Northeast India as a whole, and Manipur State. The following graphs attempt to present
this socio-economic profile of Manipur and the Northeast in comparison with India as a whole.

1. Northeast India: The Seven Sister States
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2. The Map of Manipur

TEP School is located in Ukhrul District, and is about 2 hour drive from Imphal, the capital city of Manipur.

3. Population (in lakhs)

Ukhrul district has a population of 184,000 and is the second largest district in Manipur. It had a population
growth rate of 31% during the decade 2001-2011.

4. Population Density
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5. Rural-Urban Population

6. Sex Ratio

7. Literacy Rate

Literacy rates in the Northeast are higher than the Indian average; that of Manipur is higher than the
Northeast average. Ukhrul district records a literacy rate of 81% (86% among males, 77% among females)
and is the fourth highest in Manipur. Manipur is ranked #16 among the Indian States. Literacy is defined
as the ability to read and write in any one language. Although the State language of Manipur is Manipuri,
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the group of villages TEP is located in abounds in tribal dialects and the people are not familiar with the
Manipuri script. TEP school had a choice to teach in Manipuri or in English, but in the interest of widening
opportunities for its students outside Manipur, they chose English as the medium of instruction. In
addition, Hindi is taught as a separate language study. Manipuri would have been a new language for TEP
students, who are mostly Naga and Kuki tribals.

4. ARRIVING IN TEP:
Ukhrul district is linked to Imphal through National Highway 150, about 50 miles from Imphal. The thirteen
villages that TEP primarily serves is called the Litan region; TEP is located in Leinganching village.  The road
is lined with mostly lush paddy (rice) fields on either side, with mountains in the distance (see photo 1).
The district is mainly Naga tribes; some villages have Kukis. Assam Rifles has an office and camp very close
to TEP with the result that it offers greater security and access to some resources not available to other
parts of Litan. All of these villages have only dirt roads, the entrance to Leinganching village is pictured in
Photo 2 below.

Photo 1: Along NH 150, from Imphal to Ukhrul
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Photo 2: Approach to Leinganching village

5. COVERAGE OF TEP:

TEP serves a region which is very backward economically; the only living is through farming, mostly rain-
fed, on largely subdivided and fragmented land. They are at subsistence level agriculture. The location is
remote and hilly, and lacks even basic infrastructure. In the last 4 years, about 30 families have
benefited from poppy cultivation (a regional export) and come into huge sums of money. This, while
being lucrative, has had various detrimental effects including increasing drug use. Lack of education and
wisdom among these upstarts also has led to their unwise use of money (they get swindled into buying
expensive consumer items) and losses. However, the promise of quick and large cash revenues through
poppy is threatening the region as a new socioeconomic problem.

Health and other public infrastructure are very poor. Although there is a pharmacy, there is no doctor in
the Litan Region, the residents have to go to Imphal. Lack of public transportation to Imphal and the
prohibitive costs of private cab/car to Imphal deny access to health care facilities. We learnt of young
kids dying from diarrhea due to lack of timely treatment. This lack of health infrastructure has
tremendous effect on education and children. First, their own health and longevity are threatened.
Second, when adults/care takers die from disease or other causes, children as young as 10-12 years are
forced to become full time earners. Education, as in attending school, is a luxury in many of these cases.
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Most of the houses lack toilet facilities, electricity and piped water supply. TEP is in many senses a
watering hole for the region. The area residents take a deep pride in contributing however they can, and
often come to Joy for advice on personal matters and life circumstances.

We saw students going to other government schools, but were told those schools were not comparable
in quality to that of TEP. Teacher absenteeism and school closures are apparently widespread in those
schools.

About 450 students attend TEP. We did not get a breakdown by class and sex, we will append that
information as soon as we get it. Since TEP is very accommodative of student circumstances, attendance
is good and on any day about 400 students are in school. We observed that on both days we were there.

Tribal laws apply to private property in the region; land belongs to the user. This has helped TEP expand
along the hillside; Joy and family have cleared out this area for the school and it is adjacent to the home
where his mother and sister live presently. Given the remote location, the transportation costs make
cost of living and building in Litan much higher than in Imphal.

A real problem for TEP is the frequent ‘bundhs’ observed by various political factions in the region.
Although the presence of Assam Rifles is a plus, NH 150 is often closed for indefinite periods of time
during times of ‘bundh’ and there is a real threat of injury and death to those who violate the terms of
the bundh. This hinders travel to Imphal the nerve center for all purchases and services. We narrowly
escaped being stranded as the bundh which began on August 2 lasted for 10 days during which the road
to Imphal was closed. These are beyond the control of TEP, and have to do with the general lawlessness
and lack of order facing the region and State.

6. LAYOUT OF TEP:
TEP school is spread over 4 buildings (Photo 3). Building 1 is the oldest, constructed in 2003, out of mud.
Building 2 was added in 2005 and has no doors; the walls are built out of bamboo like reeds. Building 3
(nursery) was built around 2007-2008; building 4 is the latest addition in 2010. Both of them are
kuchcha buildings.

Photo 3 is taken from an elevation, at the level of the house of T.H.Joy’s family, which also has a large
attached building/room (constructed with Asha Stamford funds) where supplies and computer are
stored. This building has electricity, the other 4 buildings of TEP do not. Having Assam Rifles close by has
been an advantage as there are electricity and water lines to those headquarters, a luxury the rest of
Litan region does not enjoy. Piped water supply is available for cooking and cleaning. Water collected in
barrels is used for hand washing and cleaning purposes.

In addition to the school buildings, there is a large kitchen (Photo 4) and a bath-cum-toilet. There is also
an additional cooking area adjacent to the bathroom, for days when an additional stove is needed. The
courtyard area in front of the kitchen is used to serve mid-day meals (Photo 5)
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Photo 3: Overview of TEP school premises

Photo 4: Kitchen (left), Bathroom/Toilet (center door), additional kitchen (extreme right,
partially visible door)
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Photo 5: Mid day meals in the courtyard

As can be seen in Photo 3, the school is located on hilly terrain. The site visit was done during the peak of
monsoon rains, so it was possible to see first-hand the problems of the terrain and weather. There are no
steps for the children to get down to the school buildings (they arrive at the level where the photo is taken
from) and with the rains, the slopes were very slippery. Children and adults were both slipping and falling;
it is a hazard for injuries and, at the least, gets clothes and kids very messy. The clearing seen in Photo 3
is the site of the education shed that is being funded by Asha Hartford chapter. It is much needed, as it
was observed during the anniversary celebrations that there cannot be an assembly in open air when
children get wet and risk catching a cold and the like.

7. THE CONDITION OF THE BUILDINGS:
There had been some patch up of buildings done in the period leading to the anniversary celebrations.
The buildings need regular upkeep as the rains wash away the mud/clay and cracks have to be filled in.
Photos 6 and 7 show this repair work in progress. The plan was to get the exterior painted after the repairs
were completed.

Photo 6: Back wall of Building 4
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Photo 7: Another shot of the back wall repairs of Building 7

Overall, Joy felt that the conditions of the buildings were satisfactory given their current usage pattern.
Building 1 has 4 classrooms and the Principal’s office. All classrooms have blackboards and seating
(benches and desks) for the children. At the end of this report, we attach individual pictures of each class
room. The rooms are well ventilated; there are no doors and windows to the classrooms. The roofs held
up well during the rains and provided protection to the students. Buildings 2 and 3 have one classroom
each. Building 4 has 4 classrooms, bringing the total number of classrooms to 10.

8. CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION:
We visited every classroom when teaching was in progress. Below is the list of teachers, and subjects and
observations. There were altogether 9 teachers including the principal.

Nursery – Ms. Raimi – Numbers
She was teaching numbers by repetition. The students were learning to write them and Ms. Raimi
was going around helping kids with their writing. She was very caring and gentle in her approach.
As we looked around the kids’ writing, we noticed that they quite exceeded expectations for 4-5
year old children (based on our knowledge of kindergarteners and first graders in the US).

Kindergarten 1 – Mr. Lalcha – Alphabet
Mr. Lalcha is a recent addition to TEP faculty (6 months of service), and he was teaching the
alphabet to the 5-6 year olds. It appeared to be a big leap from this class to KG2 where they were
actually reading complex words.
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Kindergarten 2 – Ms. Martha – Reading
Ms. Martha was teaching them how to read by writing out the sentences on the board and having
them repeat it aloud. For 7-8 year olds, they were quite complex words and phrases (‘fetching
milk’, ‘keeping things in order’, ‘helping mother’ etc.). The kids were reading it off the board and
she informed us they were able to read whatever was written on the board. The students were
also copying those words on to their notebooks.

Class 1 – Mr. Yurthing – Science
The topic was Keeping Fit. He was speaking in both English and the local language, and was
following a text book chapter.

Class 2 – Mr. Horlum – Social Studies
They were following a chapter on Time from the Social Studies text book, he was teaching in
English. Again we noticed a younger sibling in class, due to non-availability of care at home that
day.

Class 3 – Mr. Raghubir – Hindi
The topic was a poem in Hindi. He is the longest serving teacher on board the TEP faculty, and is
the brother-in-law of the Principal. He was one of 2 teachers who was very fluent in English and
was quite forthcoming in speaking to us about his thoughts on TEP and its needs. We noticed that
one girl in class had brought along her younger sibling to class, as there was no one at home to
look after her that day.

Class 4 – Mr. Helun – Math
The topic was Clocks and Telling Time. He was speaking in English and following a text book too.

Class 5 – Mr. Ajith (Principal) – English
Mr. Ajith was teaching the different types of tenses. The approach was more rote and repetition;
could use more examples. Students were asked to repeat after him, the names of tenses etc. As
Principal he was keen on speaking to the students in English at all times, and insisted they respond
to him in English as well.

Class 6 – Teaching Demo – Arun Sathyagal
Joy wanted us to teach the higher classes, so Arun taught addition and subtraction of fractions in
Class 6. There was one kid who was very bright and understood very well, and there were a few
others who appeared to follow what was being taught. It was difficult to ascertain if everyone
understood as they hesitated in their responses and/or were quiet.

Class 7: Teaching Demo – Bhargavi Ramamurthy
Bhargavi taught a topic they were learning in Math that day on Quadratic Equations. The focus of
this session was to demonstrate how the teacher could use increased class participation to both
make the lesson more effective, and also to encourage students to speak up, ask questions etc.
The students were quite receptive and followed along very well. It did not feel like they were lost
in the topic. They were quite hesitant to speak up at first but after a bit of prompting participated
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eagerly. We even invited one student to come up to the blackboard to solve one problem and she
did it successfully. It also looked like they followed English quite well.

Upon Joy’s suggestion, our 12 year old son Ajeya also spoke to Class 3 about the solar system. Joy wanted
the children to interact with another youth-student from the US.

On the curriculum, TEP follows the State syllabus of Manipur and the quality of instruction is quite high.
Much of the instruction was in English medium, and the children all had text books and note books which
they used to take notes and follow along. From our interactions with students and teachers in the class,
it appeared that the children were up to the challenge. As is common in Indian schools, the teaching style
had the teacher in the active role and student in the passive role. There is no library at the school, and
limited supplies are kept under lock and key within the bigger room adjacent to Joy’s house.

9. MID DAY MEAL:

The mid day meal is served in the 4 lean months of the year, before harvest (May/June – September). This
is very useful for the kids, as for many this is the only proper meal for the day during those months. We
were able to observe the whole operation on both days we were there. Cooking for 450 children on wood
burning stoves takes time. Since we were there for the anniversary celebrations which included more than
the usual spread, cooking began at sunrise with the construction of an extra stove in the courtyard (photo
8) for cooking peas. Cooking is done in a very clean and hygienic manner except for the dog that was
running in and out of the kitchen freely during the day. A typical meal includes rice and dal with at least
one vegetable. On the occasion of the 10th anniversary, they had rice, peas dal, papad and sautéed red
chili. They cook 9 large pots of rice, and 1 big pot of dal every day.

Joy’s sister, Rose, and his mother coordinate the meal preparation. Parents take turns in helping them at
every stage of the meal. Every parent gets a turn once in 2 months or so. Cooking began at dawn for meals
that were served starting 1pm in batches, with younger kids served first. By the time the last batch had
their meals, it was close to 3pm. The younger classes go home after meals, the older classes return to
school until about 4. Teachers and parents help serve the meals to the kids. Parents help in washing the
dishes and cleaning the kitchen after that; it was close to 6pm by the time the entire operation was
concluded.

Aside from the hard work, small details (like not serving the crisp, browned, overcooked rice from the
bottom of the pan to the kids but leaving it out for the birds) show that a lot of love and care goes into
providing the meals to the kids. Children are never refused food if they come back for second and multiple
servings; they cook more to accommodate these growing kids’ needs, especially since this is the biggest
meal for many of them. Children are expected to bring plates and cups from home but there is always a
stack of plates available for those that forget to bring them that day.

The school has a small farm where they grow vegetables but that supply does not meet the needs. So they
buy vegetables and other ingredients from Imphal which is a time consuming affair adding to costs as well.
The day we left, Rose had to go to Imphal so they decided to provide tea and biscuits only instead of a
meal.
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Photo 8: Extra stove for cooking anniversary meal

Photo 9: Joy (L) and Rose preparing vegetables

Photo 10: Students eating mid day meal in the courtyard
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10. MEETING WITH TEACHERS

We met with the teachers, Principal and Joy on July 29th, for about 1.5 hours. As with students, the
teachers are also hesitant to speak up. It was perhaps intimidating for them to talk freely with us. To
break the ice, we started by having each one of them tell us one or two things they thought were the
strengths and challenges of TEP school. The following is a summary of the discussion.

Challenges:

- Ajit – School building; discipline among children
- Yurthing – No challenge identified
- Horlingam – Personal struggles of children
- Thangboi – To uplift children
- Helun – school building & infrastructure, roads
- Martha – Infrastructure
- Lancha – Infrastructure
- Raimin – Infrastructure

Mr. Ajit elaborated on more than one occasion that there was a general problem with discipline among
rural kids. They do not follow instructions and do not know how to talk properly, with good manners.
They do not get any guidance at home on this, so the challenge is for teachers to inculcate this behavior
and discipline. They do resort to the stick sometimes, he confided, especially in the higher grades.

Strengths:

- Ajit – JNV results (62 so far, 4 this year)
- Yurthing – teaching young kids so that they can grow better
- Horlingam – Ability to enlighten children
- Ranbir – Increasing number of students
- Martha – Poor children are getting educated

Suggestions given by us:

- Increase student participation in class
- Focus on rewards, not punishment
- Have children correct their own mistakes
- Encourage fluency in English as well as self-confidence among students by asking them to speak

up on a topic, through Show and Tell or Sharing a Personal Experience or Story.
- Include presentation of news (national/local) and a short comment by teachers in the assembly.

Presentation could be by teachers in the beginning but eventually by higher grade children.

11. MEETING WITH PARENTS:
We met with the parents who had come to attend the anniversary celebration, over a 100 of them. The
parents who spoke up were unanimous in their gratitude to Joy and to Asha Stamford for TEP school and
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its contribution to their community and children. To everyone, education is the only hope to move on to
better opportunities than that of farming in the villages. The parents were very happy with the
educational opportunities provided by TEP. They were particularly very satisfied with the JNV admissions
rate and hoped more kids would go down that path. JNV schools are a distance away, and they are
residential schools, but as Joy put it, getting into JNV for these families is like gaining admission into IIT
institutions. It is a guaranteed path to decent jobs and incomes. Their responses were mostly
congratulatory and only a couple of issues were brought up for improvement. They are as follows:

- Children often came home with soiled clothes, as they fall in mud too often
- Infrastructure, as in building quality and lack of roads
- Personal stories of children making it to Navodaya, others moving on to study further and

getting jobs in call centers and the like.
- TEP is a gateway to Navodaya institutions
- Immense gratitude to and dependence on Joy and his family
- Need for better teachers

Photo 11: Parents Meeting and Awards Ceremony

12. ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS:
As part of the anniversary celebrations, all students were gathered in the courtyard in front of Building 1
where children took turns in singing songs. Due to rains, there were multiple breaks in the process and
since the children were getting wet, they dispersed the gathering to their respective classrooms. We
distributed the gifts we took (pencil, eraser, ruler/bookmark, sweets in pencil pouch) to all the children
and it was very well received. Awards were distributed to academic and other toppers soon after the
meeting with parents (Photo 11). We distributed uniforms to the families (Photo 16). After lunch, we
handed over some school supplies (flash cards, project kits etc.) to the staff and spoke to them about
how to use those educational aids. Photos 12 – 17 are from the celebrations.
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Photo 12: Anniversary banner

Photo 13: Students assembled for program

Photo 14: Students singing a song
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Photo 15: Distribution of Asha Stamford gifts

Photo 16: Distribution of uniforms
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Photo 17: Distribution of gift bags to faculty, board members and some school patrons.

13. IDENTIFIED AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT:
- Steps for facilitating easier passage inside school premises
- Teacher quality. While the teachers are very sincere and hardworking, higher salary is a way to

incentivize better teaching, better retention of teachers, and attracting better teachers to the
school. Given the remote location, well-educated teachers from Imphal will not come to TEP
unless their financial compensation is lucrative.

- Teacher training was a need felt by both Joy and us. Due to lack of exposure to a more diverse
range of teaching methods, the teachers are constrained in what they can offer to students.
Productivity and quality of education will be much higher if they received some additional
training. Attending workshops in Imphal or other big cities, or inviting professionals to the
school to train them would be recommended. The value from improving teaching quality is
currently higher than that of increasing supply of educational aids.

- Tutoring for JNV exams. TEP has an unprecedented number of 64 children gaining admission to
JNV schools, a record for the region, and this success should be sustained as much as possible.
The previous principal apparently was very driven and committed to it and made it happen; Mr.
Ajith took over in 2014 and it remains to be seen what effect he has on this metric. Joy planned
to give special tutoring to promising candidates in the 6th and 7th grades; this will be in addition
to the teachers available now.

- Ways to improve self-confidence of both students and teachers. Opportunities for speaking up,
conversing in English/Hindi – these are ways by which their educational process could be
enriched.

- Although there is one toilet on the premises now, there is need for a separate toilet for boy and
girl students as it did not look like any student was using the current one (part of Joy’s home).
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Toilets are not common in homes in the region; they would be a useful upgrade to their life
styles.

- Lack of electricity in the school area is a big constraint. While this is beyond the control of the
school per se, it makes a lot of improvements in terms of provision of educational aids
impossible.

- Library is a need of the hour, to encourage the reading habit. We noticed that children were
arriving in school as early as 8am for a 915am start. A library will be a useful addition to engage
them in productive activities.

- With the construction of education shed in the quadrangle in front of Building 1, there is very
limited space for free play and sports for the children. This was another weakness in the terrain
at TEP.

- The remote location adds to the cost of everything bought for TEP.  For example, a brick costs
Rs. 12 in Imphal whereas it is Rs. 4 in Delhi. This inflates the budget quite a bit and cannot be
helped.

- TEP is well positioned to encourage volunteers/trained professionals to spend a month or so in
order to help the teachers out. The school will benefit tremendously from the exposure and
learning that others could bring to it. Even an Asha internship program encouraging high school
students to go spend a month or so there teaching English, and STEM or any other academic
program would help them.

14. CONCLUDING COMMENTS:
There is no doubt that TEP is providing an invaluable service to Litan Region residents. Twenty miles
before we reached TEP, we stopped at a roadside stall for purchasing odds and ends, and those people
knew we were coming to TEP and stopped to thank Asha Stamford for supporting TEP which is helping
hundreds of children get an education and hope for a better future.

The vision of Joy and TEP in giving competitive, English and Hindi language training is very helpful for
children in opening up opportunities beyond the Region. There are very few opportunities for non-
agricultural livelihoods in the neighborhood and an education is the only way out for earning year-
round, good incomes.

Despite the odds, TEP’s success owes heavily to the time and commitment of Joy and his family. Without
them, the school would not be able to function at the level it does so currently.

There are many areas of improvement, particularly in the quality of education, and the infrastructure at
the school, which could benefit the children and community tremendously.

Given the circumstances, TEP is doing invaluable service to bring hope to the lives of children in this
remote region and deserves our continuing support. It embodies the spirit of Asha for Education’s
mission to the fullest extent; and is a standing example of a success story of will and determination. We
offer special congratulations to Joy and his team for their relentless commitment to further the hopes
and dreams of little children as an oasis in a land devoid of opportunities and faced with many
constraints.
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APPENDIX: More Photos
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